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PILE UP YOUR

PROFITS
Protect your potatoes AND your profits.
MANA Canada offers four products to protect your potato crop and maximize your
production, utilizing the same actives that you already rely on. MANA Canada is the right
choice for providing optimum control of grassy weeds and pests like Colorado potato
beetles, leafhoppers and aphids.
Support choice: ask for MANA Canada products by name.

Arrow

®

Clethodim

Herbicide

240 EC

Same active as
Select® and Centurion®

Pyrinex 480 EC

Silencer 120 EC

Same active as Lorsban®

Same active as Matador®

®

Insecticide

Chlorpyrifos

®

Insecticide

Lambda-cyhalothrin

Alias 240 SC
®

Insecticide

Imidacloprid

Same active as Admire®

manainc.ca
® Alias, Arrow, Pyrinex and Silencer are registered trademarks of Makhteshim Agan of North America Inc. All others are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
Always read and follow label directions. 13039.12.13
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Chairman’s Comments
by Gary Linkletter, Board Chairman
I think I am getting cynical as I get older.
For instance, I am very cynical of people who like
believing that the sky is falling. Like Chicken Little in
the well-known children’s tale, they seem to enjoy
taking fear into their daily lives. Bad news sells papers,
anxiety increases contributions, and hyperbole escalates
viewership. I guess that a good bit of this is human
nature, but as a society we seem to be taking it to a whole
new level. Distorted facts get presented as truth, single
incidents get presented as being the norm, and balance
is a word being retired to the archives. We enjoy hearing
about the bad news, we get bored with the normal, and
we want to be riveted to our TV screens. We celebrate the
prophets of doom and ignore the daily progress in our
lives. Why is this?
If you really want to get me on a rant, just start talking
about the hype over GMOs (Genetically Modified
Organisms). Every day there are over 200,000 more mouths
in the world, and when properly developed and tested,
GMO’s are a tool to help feed them. Yet, we often see this
tool defined as evil and then confined to laboratories
when it could be used to improve global health. Golden
Rice is a modified rice variety that carries a gene to allow
it to produce vitamin A. It is estimated that over 670,000
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children under the age of 5 die every year from vitamin
A deficiency in developing countries, and another half
million children contract a condition from vitamin A
deficiency that causes permanent blindness. Despite this,
one of our well known environmental organizations is
doing all it can to block the introduction of this food source
and otherwise decent people are sending in contributions
to help them in that goal. People in developed countries
need to realize that these scientific advances can greatly
benefit those who do not have access to all the tools that
contibute to our high standard of living and that their
access to these advances should not be dictated by others
who are not in their situation.
Another source of my cynicism is people who do not
credit economic activity with their jobs, the modern paved
roads we drive on, our health care and high standard of
living in general. Every province has an industry to drive
this economic activity. In Alberta it is energy and in PEI it
is farming and fishing. People need to realize they cannot
listen to every rumour or unfounded piece of information
about business in general, and farming in particular, and
think that supporting new restrictions on business, based
on half- truths or misinformation, will not have an effect
on their lives. Yes, we always need to be conscious of
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what we are doing, and yes, we always need to be finding better ways
of doing things, but activities based on best knowledge and best science
need to be endorsed and applauded.
The PEI Potato industry directly contributes approximately 9% of
provincial GDP, yet the industry is vilified and sullied at will by some. The
public largely ignores both the huge environmental progress that is being
made and what farming contributes to everyone living in PEI. This affects
all Islanders and if we do not want the consequences of reduced business
activity then people need to speak out and challenge those making
exaggerated statements. They need to be asked to present their facts and
then to justify their actions.
Maybe it is just too many years talking but I am cynical of these things
and of the people involved. A surprisingly vocal minority are showcased
again and again in the media. I do not believe everyone agrees with the
hype, but until we as a society begin to speak up, to ask for fact rather than
opinion, to stop giving Chicken Little priority in our society, until then I
think a bit of cynicism is in order.

Homegrown Recipe

PEI SMOKED RED POTATO SALAD
WITH BACON & APPLE VINAIGRETTE
Created by Chef Jane Crawford from Redwater Rustic Grille

Serves 6 to 8

Ingredients:
4 lbs Baby Red PEI Potatoes
Cherry Wood Smoking Chips

Micro Greens or Fresh Herbs
1 ruby red beet

3 ears of fresh corn
1 ft x 1 ft Aluminum foil

Method:
Heat BBQ or hibatchi. Place wood chips in 1ft x 1ft aluminum foil with ½ cup of water and seal edges,
then place on BBQ. Peel baby red potatoes and boil in water for 10 mins. Drain and place on BBQ for 10
mins with the lid down on low heat allowing smoke to permeate the potato. Remove from BBQ and
arrange the potatoes in large concave serving plate or dish. Slice ruby red beet extremely thinly with
chef’s knife or on a mandolin. Coat in vegetable oil and roast in oven until crisp. Set beet chips aside
to use as garnish. Husk fresh corn, then cut corn from cob using a sharp chef’s knife. Sprinkle corn over
smoked potatoes. Get your bacon and apple vinaigrette, and using a spoon, drizzle over potatoes and
corn. Garnish with beet chips and fresh micro greens or baby herbs. This salad is excellent as a main
course for lunch and is also beautiful for entertaining at a BBQ.

Vinaigrette:
1 cup white vinegar
1 tsp Kosher salt
1.5 cups vegetable oil

1/2 cup maple syrup
3 pieces crispy bacon
3 cloves of garlic

1 apple
small bunch of fresh thyme

To prepare the vinaigrette, simply put all ingredients listed above into a blender and blitz thoroughly.
6
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Make them
all count.
Phostrol® helps maintain the quality of your
potatoes while in storage so you can get the most
out of your crop. Phostrol® is an extremely systemic
and highly unique fungicide that provides effective,
convenient & flexible preventative protection of late
blight and pink rot when applied during the season
and at harvest.

For more information on Phostrol please contact
Engage Agro 1-866-613-3336

engageagro.com

Always read and follow label directions
Phostrol is a registered trade-mark of Engage Agro Corporation.
July - August 2014
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Potato BoaRD News
Standing Committee on Agriculture
On June 12, 2014, the Potato Board had an opportunity
to make a presentation on the Board’s position on
irrigation use for agriculture to the Standing Committee
on Agriculture. The presentation was made by Gary
Linkletter, Chair of the Potato Board, Greg Donald,
General Manager and David Francis, Board Director. The
presentation was well organized and factual. It pointed
out the nature of supplemental irrigation and the fact that
agricultural irrigation is the only use for which there is a
moratorium on well permits. This was the presentation
that had originally been scheduled for late winter but had
been delayed due to poor weather.

Chinese Delegation Visits PEI

position in August 2013.
Topics covered during the meeting included:
•

The future direction of CFIA and implications for
the potato industry.

•

The Borden Inspection Station and the
collaboration at the site among industry, CFIA
and the Province of PEI.

•

The Seed Potato Tuber Quality Management
Program (SPTQMP) – cost effectiveness, the
negative implications of this program on trade
with the US and how we will be moving ahead.

•

The Potato Task Force – there has been agreement
to form this national Task Force with the initial
focus to be the resolution the SPTQMP issue
but to also address other items of importance
affecting the Canadian Potato Industry.

Forestry Fun Day

Hosted by Innovation PEI, a group from Inner Mongolia
in China was visiting Prince Edward Island to explore
the opportunities for development of a potato flake
operation in Canada. The company was interested in
potato production and marketing potatoes into food
channels with the culls being used for flake production.
They operate a similar vertically integrated potato flake
production facility in China. One of their primary interests
was land purchase. PEI was one of the Canadian regions
being explored for potential opportunities.

Meeting with the CFIA President
On Wednesday, July 9, representatives from the Potato
Board met with the president of the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency, Dr. Bruce Archibald. This was the
first opportunity to meet since his appointment to this
8
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For several years, the Potato Board has participated in
the Forestry Fun Day sponsored by the PEI Agricultural
Sector Council. During the day, 26 classes from Grades
1-4 come to the J. Frank Gaudet Tree Nursery on Upton
Road and visit approximately 10 booths set up around
the site spending about 5 minutes listening to a short
presentation at each. At the Potato Booth, they have a
chance to tell us their favourite ways to eat potatoes (fries
and mashed are definitely the top choices!), see how
a potato plant starts from a seed potato, are shown the
July - August 2014

roots and plant of a growing plant and have the chance to
taste purple mashed potatoes. Tate was also on hand for
photo opportunities and to say hi to the kids.

Bale Wraps!

As you drive around the Island these days you may have
notices some strategically placed round bales promoting
Island potatoes to locals and tourists alike. The messaging
is simple, from “I Love PEI Potatoes” to “Grown on PEI,
Loved Around the World”.
There are a number of bales placed on heavily travelled
highway sections and popular tourist areas across the
Island. This is an expansion of a project started last year
with a smaller number of wraps.
Thanks to Barry Bassett for his assistance in getting
these bale wraps in place, and a special thank you to
the cooperating growers and businesses who agreed to
having the bales on their property.

issue to be addressed by the Task Force is shipping point
inspection for seed potatoes (formerly called the Seed
Potato Tuber Quality Management Program). An initial
meeting of the Task Force was held in Charlottetown on
July 18th.

Potato Task Force

UPGA Transition Conference

In 2013, the Canadian Potato Council (CPC) asked AAFC
and CFIA to work with the CPC to form a new Potato Task
Force to address issues of importance to the Canadian
potato industry. Issues affecting the competitiveness
of the industry could be discussed and action plans
formulated if all parties agreed to work together. This
approach had been successfully implemented previously
when dealing with the PCN issue.

Greg Donald, General Manager and Brenda Simmons,
Assistant General Manager attended this conference on
behalf of the Potato Board and United Potato Growers of
Canada. The goal of this conference is to review volumes
as the industry switches from old crop to new crop
potatoes across North America. They look at holdings,
volumes from summer crop states and projections for the
storage crop. This conference has earned very positive
reviews from growers involved in red potato production
and marketing, and it has now also begun to examine
russet potato production and marketing dynamics.

The CPC was notified in June 2014 that AAFC and CFIA
would support the creation of the Task Force. It will
consist of representatives of the Canadian potato industry
(up to two per province), AAFC, CFIA, Foreign Affairs
& International Trade Canada, provincial government
representatives, and others as required. The first major
July - August 2014
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HistoRy viDeo PRojeCt:
Capturing the History of the Pei Potato industry
There is an old adage that says “you have to know where
you came from to know where you’re going”. Often times,
we can learn lessons on how to move forward by hearing
stories from those that had a hand in building what we
have now. This is no different for the potato industry.
There are many stories to be told and lessons to be learned
from those that were instrumental in building the Prince
Edward Island potato industry into the economic driver
and world leader that it has been for a number of years
and continues to be for our province.
Acknowledging the need to preserve and share the
history of our industry with those working in the potato
industry as well as with the greater public, the PEI Potato
Board and the Canadian Potato Museum partnered to
apply to the PEI 2014 Fund in order to access funding
to record interviews with industry builders and then
produce a series of videos that can be shared online as
well as shown at the Canadian Potato Museum in O’Leary.
Our proposal was subsequently approved, and recording
started in the summer of 2013.

A screenshot of Donnie Allan being interviewed as part of
this video project to record the history of the potato industry.
Project funded by:

Taking on the task of conducting these interviews and
editing the subsequent videos was Ian Petrie. Ian is well
known from his days as an agricultural journalist with CBC
PEI and is well regarded as an interviewer and a friend of
agriculture. The Board and the Museum put together a
priority list of interview subjects, and Ian proceeded to
conduct interviews over the next number of months.
A launch of the videos will be done at the Museum in early
August. There will be a primary video which covers the
entire industry, as well as four shorter videos which cover
the development of the seed, tablestock and processing
sectors along with a video exploring the development of
potato equipment over the years. All of these videos will
be available on the PEI Potato Board YouTube channel,
which can be accessed on the Video Centre of our website
or by visiting www.youtube.com/user/PEIPotatoes.
Thank you to the industry leaders who agreed to be
interviewed as part of this project, to Ian Petrie for his fine
work, and to the PEI 2014 Fund for making this project
possible.
10
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A screenshot of Allison Dennis being interviewed by
Ian Petrie about his experience in the potato industry.
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2013/2014 Marketing season Review
by Mark Phillips, Market Information Officer and Ryan Barrett, Communications Officer, PEI Potato Board
The 2013-2014 marketing season proved to be a rebound
year in many respects from a challenging year in 20122013. While there were still some obstacles to overcome,
both prices and movement increased significantly from
the previous year. A graphical representation of the Fresh
Weighted Average (FWA), Grower Return Index (GRI), and
the average price (FOB PEI) of a 10 lb retail bag by month
are shown in Figure 1.
The 2013 crop did suffer from heat stress in a similar
fashion to the 2012 crop, but the effect on table potatoes
was generally less severe this past year. Cullage rates were
generally lower, enabling packers to ship more product
from a similar acreage of tablestock potatoes compared
to last year. Nonetheless, there was not an oversupply of
potatoes to be purchased, and many packers exhausted
their inventories more quickly than last year.
Approximately 5,890,000 cwt of tablestock potatoes
were sold from July 1st, 2013 to June 30th, 2014. This
represented an increase of 6% from the previous year and
a decrease of 1.5% from the three year average. When
totalling both tablestock and seed sales, movement
increased 6% from the previous year but was 3% below
Figure 1:

the three year average.
Movement to Canadian markets was down slightly
more than 11% for 2013-2014 compared to the previous
year, and was also 12.5% below the three year average.
Record yields in Ontario and Quebec slowed entry of PEI
Potatoes to Central Canadian markets, with significant
movement not seen in Toronto until early 2014. While
shipments to Central Canada were down, movement to
New Brunswick (including sales to wholesalers) increased
by almost 23% and markets also expanded in Alberta and
British Columbia.
Compensating for a decline in Canadian movement
was a return of strong American demand for PEI potatoes.
Movement to the USA increased by 36% from the 2012
crop year, and was 7% higher than the three year average.
This can be attributed in part to a smaller supply of fresh
russets in Idaho than experienced when marketing
the 2012 crop. This reduction in US supply, paired with
quality PEI product, resulted in a steady stream of PEI
Potatoes headed south. Twenty-seven states purchased
PEI Potatoes in the last year.
Export was the bright spot in an otherwise discouraging
2012-2013 marketing season, and
thankfully exporters were able to grow
export markets even more this past year.
Export movement grew 6% over last
year, with growth in both seed and fresh
shipments. Exports were particularly hot
in the fall when movement to Central
Canada was slow and then cooled off as
supplies became tighter in the winter and
spring. A total of 13 countries imported
tablestock from PEI, while seed was
exported to 5 countries, with an increase
in total seed exports of more than 11%.
In total, 42% of tablestock and seed
shipments were sold to Canadian
destinations, while 37% went to the USA
(including Puerto Rico) and 21% were sold
to export markets overall.

July - August 2014
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RevitaliziNg Pei Potatoes PaCkagiNg:
Understanding the Mind of the Shopper
by Kendra Mills, Marketing Director, PEI Potato Board
We chose Hunter-Straker (www.
hunterstraker.com) out of Toronto
to carry out this project for us, and
we have not been disappointed.
Their purchase design and in-store
experience has been great learning
for us all. They have an in depth, multistep process.

Our packaging project is well under
way! I have made reference to this
project so many times in the past that
it is very exciting to be able to give an
update on the progress.
There are two main components of
this project:
1.
Create a universal brand
icon than can be incorporated into a
private label or current packer design
that would have an instant connection
back to PEI Potatoes.

The first step was to do in-store
observations. They spent hours in
the produce sections of the major
retailers observing shoppers – how
they move into the produce section,
and then into the potato category, and
how they interact with our product.
They observed dwell times, capture
rates, shopper demographics, brand
considered, reasons purchased and
shopper path. They then sometimes
would do an intercept interview asking
just one or two questions about why
they bought the potatoes they did.
The differences in these variables were
very different by retailer.

2.
Develop a new brand identity
and packaging design for Prince
Edward Island Potatoes that:
• provides a strong foundation
and focal point for the new PEI
brand Identity that establishes
brand
recognition
and
optimizes brand recall at the
point of purchase;
• Effectively communicates
the essence of the brand DNA,
and the rich story of PEI’s long
heritage of potato growers.

They also did a very comprehensive
category review of our own potato
bags and competitive regions. They

The brain responds to
sensory stimulation and
engages with what we
percieve
through
our
senses:

Key Research Findings
from In-Store Visits:
Shoppers are on
auto-pilot. They
come in and buy the
same potatoes 55%
of the time.
Shoppers first shop
by format, then
variety. Loose
potatoes are most
popular in Ontario, followed
by 5 lb bags.
Cooking profile
is the #1 reason
shoppers select the
products they do.
81% of those that considered
PEI Potatoes bought them!
Observation
and dwell times
indicate that
shoppers like to
visually inspect potatoes
and see inside the bag.
Increased dwell time equals
increase purchase decisions.
The potato
category’s
position along the
shoppers’ path in
the grocery store is second
to none! This could be
better leveraged.

12
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Colour, Form, Typography, and Imagery & Iconography all have to be taken into consideration
in building a new brand identity for Prince Edward Island Potatoes.

were broken down by colour scheme, logo placement,
and prepared product. Perhaps most importantly, Hunter
Straker did a very good overview of who we are as a brand,
and what cues are important in our brand make-up, such
as colour, structure, form and typography.
All of that learning and research went to creative
designers, and we were presented with six different
packaging concepts. We had a great presentation by their
team last month in Charlottetown, and the tablestock
committee was quite impressed. We then narrowed it
down to a smaller group of options which will be finessed
into final designs that will now go to research.
This research will happen this summer, going out via
email survey to Canada (French and English) and US
potato consumers. The research will be used to get
feedback on a number of questions designed to assist us
to get to the optimal package. Examples of topics that will
be explored in research include:
•

Is the identity iconic & unique?

•

Does the identity evoke a sense of trust?
July - August 2014

•

Does the creative communicate tradition, quality, a
healthy product, a connection to PEI?

•

Does the packaging creative make it easier to
navigate the category?

•

Does a recipe shot enhance purchase intent?

•

What is most important to consumers?

We will also be looking to determine packaging
differences between heavy and light users, and how we
can encourage purchase in a light potato user, as well as
ethnic purchase differences.
Once this is complete, the research findings will drive
the direction of the package. We can’t forget that we are
designing for a more urban market, for largely female
shoppers, and for shoppers who need more information
on potatoes. We must design our bag with the goal of
driving purchase in mind.
The intial results will be shared with our growers in the
fall of 2014.
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An Update From the:

PEI Department of Agriculture & Forestry
by Brian Beaton, P.Ag., Potato Industry Coordinator
The spring of 2014 again produced varied weather across
the province and resulted in staggered emergencefrom
one field to another. The cooler days in early May resulted
in the soil taking longer to warm up, thereby delaying
some early growth. As we hit mid July, we have had more
warm days and the potato crop is developing well in most
areas.
We have identified late blight movement in tomato
plants in the spring of 2014 in both PEI and New Brunswick.
This was documented to have happened a few years ago
as well in Western Canada and in the US. We must be
aware of all the possible sources of disease movement
and work together to put precautions in place to reduce
the spread of disease in potatoes and tomatoes. Everyone
wants to produce a successful crop and more work must
be done to educate about disease symptoms and that we
do have some late blight resistant/tolerant tomato and
potato varieties.

(902) 314-1607

bwbeaton@gov.pe.ca

On-Farm Food Safety and pesticide record keeping but
still like to have a hard copy in the sprayer. Having a good
set of records of what inputs you put on the crop can be
valuable as manage your fields from year to year. If you
need a copy of the 2014 Pesticide Crop Record book, let
me know and I can get you one.
Just a reminder and invitation to everyone to attend our
bi-weekly potato crop scouting meetings held during the
summer. We had a great turn out at our first meeting in
Charlottetown with lots of discussion about the potato
crop all across the Island. We discuss crop issues and
product updates for the current crop stage. The next
meetings will be held in Charlottetown at the Potato
Board office on August 5th. All meetings start at 7:30 am.
The Aphid Alert Program is up and running. Summary
results can be heard on the Potato Pest Hotline number at
368-5658 or toll free 1-800-658-1805, or we can add you
to our email list.

With disease in mind, growers are reminded to submit
any disease samples to the Plant Diagnostic Lab in
Charlottetown for analysis. The lab can be contacted
at 368-5261. We continue to collect samples for our
national disease survey, so disease samples are needed.
As well, there are many fields that have a large number
of volunteer potatoes growing this year. Growers should
scout fields on regular basis to check for any disease
development that may spread to other fields.
We have handed out a large number of our 2014
Pesticide Crop Record books. Many growers have
switched over to using electronic records for both their

14
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MAKE TIME FOR WHAT REALLY MATTERS.
CORAGEN® CAN HELP.
You’re proud of your potato crop, but let’s face it. No one ever looks back and wishes they’d spent more
time with crop damaging, yield robbing insects. We get that. DuPont™ Coragen® insecticide belongs to a
unique class of chemistry with a novel mode-of-action that delivers extended residual control of European
corn borer, decreasing the number of applications needed in a season. And, if your Colorado potato beetle
seed-treatment control breaks late in the season, Coragen® can provide the added control you need, so you
have time for more important things. It’s also easy on bees, beneficials and the environment.

DuPont™
Coragen

®

Insecticide

For farmers who want more time and peace of mind, Coragen® is the answer.
Questions? Ask your retailer, call 1-800-667-3925 or visit coragen.dupont.ca
As with all crop protection products, read and follow label instructions carefully.
The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™ and Coragen® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
E. I. du Pont Canada Company is a licensee. All other products mentioned are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. Member of CropLife Canada.
©Copyright 2014 E. I. du Pont Canada Company. All rights reserved.
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Fox island elite seed Potato Farm Update
by Mary Kay Sonier, Seed Coordinator, PEI Potato Board
Crops are growing well at Fox Island as we head towards
late July. We had three planting crews working this year
(two hand planting and one on our tuber unit planter),
which allowed us to finish planting one week earlier than
in 2013. Thank you to all the staff who worked hard for
this to happen.
Growth to date has been very good and plants are
closing the rows. We have had first inspection, the nuclear
crop is growing well in the screenhouse, row-cover is over
the Pre-Elite plots and all is looking good in the Elite I
fields.

and produces nuclear mini-tubers of protected varieties
under contract. If you are interested in a new variety that
is not currently in our production schedule, let us know
and we will see if we can bring it in for you.
Guests are always welcome at the Fox Island Seed Farm
and if you would like to arrange a tour for yourself or
visitors, please call the Board office at (902) 892-6551.

Elite I acreage is down slightly in 2014 as we continue
to adjust the variety mix to meet grower demand. No
Chieftain was planted due to lack of sales the past two
years, and acreage of Yukon Gold and Goldrush has
been decreased as well. Some new varieties have been
introduced and quantities of seed are being bulked up and
we are increasing production of others back in demand
- examples include Ranger Russet, Premier Russet, Teton
Russet and Yukon Gem.
As well as field grown seed, Fox Island also sells plantlets

Clockwise from upper right: Elite I fields at Fox Island, early generation seed plots covered with rowcover to minimize the
potential for virus spread, hydroponic minituber harvest begins in 2014. Photos: M.K. Sonier.
16
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SERVICES
Wireworm control options
including seed treatments
and cover crops.

s Pioneer Seed Dealer for PEI
s Your source for industry leading Pioneer brand
Corn, Soybean, Canola and Winter Wheat seed.
s State of the art seed treatment system for local
in season custom seed applied insecticides,
fungicides and pre-inoculation.

Contact us today at:
Phone: 902-892-1275

www.phillipsagri.ca
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agriculture Media tour:

showcasing Modern Farms and Farm Families
In an effort to better inform the Island’s media on issues
in agriculture and provide an opportunity for journalists
to get out and experience agriculture first-hand for a day,
the PEI Potato Board, the PEI Federation of Agriculture and
the PEI Department of Agriculture & Forestry organized
a media tour on June 23rd. Representatives from most
of the Island’s media outlets were in attendance and
travelled to four farms in East Prince to learn about what
is happening on the farm and get a more balanced view
of what today’s farmers are dealing with on a daily basis.

The four farms we visited all featured young and dynamic
farm families that are rooted in agricultural history but
are adapting to modern agriculture and are finding ways
to innovate and improve their production through new
products and practices. A number of articles have already
appeared in local newspapers and TV news broadcasts,
but the day was also successful in opening dialogue
with media members so that future news reports with an
agricultural focus can be better informed and hopefully
more balanced.

The first visit was to Burns Poultry Farm in Freetown,
where Nathan and Wendy Burns are in the middle of
upgrading their layer operation with layer housing which
conforms to European Union animal welfare standards.
Their hope is that happy birds will produce more eggs, as
well as helping to guarantee future markets by adopting
animal welfare standards increasingly sought by the
public and by large egg buyers.
The next stop was to visit Andrew Lawless of Hilltop
Produce. The group was able to visit Andrew in the field
as he was applying herbicide to his potato fields. Andrew
was able to talk about the new band-spraying technology
employed on his self-propelled sprayer. There were
also numerous questions about pesticide application,
irrigation, processing contracts, and more. Andrew and
his wife Heidi are in the running for Canadian Young
Farmers of the Year later this year and Andrew did a
great job speaking with reporters about embracing new
technology in an effort to be more profitable and more
environmentally sustainable.
The group then travelled to Tryon to visit Eric and Tim
Dixon’s Worth-A-Bit beef farm, featuring purebred Angus
cattle. The Dixons have weathered some lean years in the
beef industry but are succeeding with superior genetics,
new genomic evaluation tools, and are participating in
new marketing opportunities for PEI beef.
The final stop was to Cassialane Holsteins in Freetown,
owned by Derwin Clow and family. They milk 70 cows in a
modern free-stall and parlour operation which is climate
controlled and features sand-bedded stalls for maximum
cow comfort. Derwin spoke about how maximizing cow
comfort helps to maximize his profitability. He also talked
about some of the new technology he employs on the
farm, including digital cameras to watch over the barn
from anywhere via his smart phone.
18
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New EU-standard layer housing at Burns Poultry Farm.

Andrew Lawless talking with reporters about growing
potatoes, including application of pesticides.

Comfortable dairy cows at Cassialane Holsteins.
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Your potatoes deserve
the optimal nutrition.
YaraVita is a range of products designed to complement the basic
NPK fertilization. Fully formulated and created with crop nutrition in
mind, YaraVita products are designed to be part of any crop nutrition
program. When you choose YaraVita you can be sure that what you
apply will be convenient to use, effective and safe for the crop.

Scan to learn
more about
YaraVita
®
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For more information, please contact:
Emmerson McMillan, 902 882 2933
emmerson.mcmillan@yara.com
Canada Customer Service, 888 968 8666

YaraVita

®

•
•
•
•
•
•

YaraVita
YaraVita
YaraVita
YaraVita
YaraVita
YaraVita
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safety guidelines for Potato Producers
As growers look forward to a great crop that needs to be harvested, farm safety is not always top of mind. Nonetheless,
your health and the health of your employees should definitely be on the priority list, particularly as potato production
has become more and more highly mechanized over the years, increasing the potential for accidents.
The following safety tips are provided by the Workers Compensation Board of PEI, with more information available
online at www.wcb.pe.ca.
POWERED EQUIPMENT
• Equip all machinery with the proper guarding, including
chain and sprockets, PTO shafts and belts.
• Ensure that safety devices are functioning.
• Make sure that trucks and harvesters are equipped
with backup alarms.
• Ensure that only designated operators are responsible
for the operation of specific equipment.
• Park harvesters in a safe area, turn equipment off,
remove key, and engage safety devices before any
adjusting, cleaning or servicing equipment.
• Replace any guards that have been temporarily
removed during maintenance.
• Ensure that equipment has safety lights, reflectors and
a slow moving vehicle sign, and do not allow anyone
other than the operator to ride the equipment when
travelling on public roads.
• Shut off rear facing work lights when travelling roads
to avoid confusing oncoming traffic.
• Be aware of power lines when moving equipment.
• Wait until the equipment and all moving parts come
to a complete stop before getting on and off of the
equipment.

• Do not walk between the harvester and the loading
truck while they are moving.
• Be aware of pinch points, moving parts or conveyors
and keep clear of them.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
• Park your vehicle in a designated area.
• At lunch or break times, operators stop harvesters as
close to the designated parking area as possible, or
bring the crew to that area in a safe manner.
• When unloading, trucks do not begin the “backing in”
process until a designated person is in place to assist
and direct the driver. All other workers remain clear of
the operation.
• No visitors are allowed in the fields beyond the
designated parking area.
• “Employees only” signs should be posted in storage
areas and fields being worked.
• No children under 14 years old should be allowed in
the field or in trucks.
• Inform family members and friends of your workplace
policy regarding visitors.

• Once stopped, do not move the
equipment until the operator,
or a person designated by the
operator, is sure that no one is
at risk. Be aware of equipment
blind spots.
• Wear a reflective vest when
working
around
moving
equipment and in the fields
during harvesting.
• Have a system for workers
on moving equipment to
communicate
with
the
equipment operator.
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THIS FUNGICIDE WORKS
RAIN OR SHINE, JUST LIKE YOU.
Protect your crop from early blight and late blight with Tanos .
Early blight can cause significant yield loss which results in lost revenue. Fortunately, DuPont
Tanos fungicide offers protectant activity and it is resistant to wash off – making it an excellent
tool in fighting early blight. That’s not all! Tanos rapidly penetrates leaf surfaces to provide
both post-infection and locally systemic control of late blight.
®

TM

®

®

Dry or wet conditions. Early blight or late blight. Tanos provides the protection you need.
®

DuPont
Tanos

TM

®

Questions? For more information, please contact your retailer, call your local DuPont rep
or the DuPont FarmCare Support Centre at 1-800 -667-3925 or visit tanos.dupont.ca
TM

®

As with all crop protection products, read and follow label instructions carefully.
The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont , The miracles of science and Tanos® are trademarks or registered
trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. E. I. du Pont Canada Company is a licensee.
Member of CropLife Canada.
© Copyright 2014 E. I. du Pont Canada Company. All rights reserved.
TM
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TOE TAPS & TATERS
A Fall Flavours Signature Event
Friday, September 26th, 2014 7-11 pm
Canadian Potato Museum, O’Leary, PEI
Tickets: $65 or $75 with transportation from Charlottetown by coach
After a successful debut last year, Toe Taps & Taters is returning as a Fall Flavours
Signature Event again this year!
This year, the Celebrity Chef hosting the event is Chef Chuck Hughes of Montreal.
Chef Hughes is host of two shows, Chuck’s Day Off and Chuck’s Week Off, on the
Food Network and owns the highly rated restaurant Garde Manger in Montreal.
Chuck has also gained notoriety for being the youngest Canadian chef to win on
Iron Chef America, and was the only Canadian chef to beat the legendary Bobby
Flay. Chuck is also part of the all-star panel of expert chefs on Chopped Canada on
the Food Network. You can follow Chef Hughes on Twitter at @chefchuckhughes.
The Master of Ceremonies for the evening will be Rob Barry and entertainment
will be provided by the Ellis Family Band. The menu will feature a range of dishes
which showcase the versatility of potatoes and include Chef Chuck’s famous Lobster
Poutine! In a change from last year, appetizer courses will be served family style at
the table, and additional courses will be served to each guest.
Tickets can be purchased by visiting the PEI Fall Flavours website at
www.fallflavours.ca. Buy your tickets now, as they are sure to sell out again!

9 Adhesion
9 Coverage
9 Penetration

9 3a^_[Tc<P]PVT\T]c
9 _7ATSdRcX^]
9 2a^_BPUTch

LESS Drift, MORE Coverage, BETTER Penetration
With LI 700®, you get more from your pesticide investment. LI 700 is a non-ionic pentrating
surfactant designed to enhance the performance and reliability of foliar applications.
With LECI-TECH technology, LI 700 helps sprayer operators better manage their application
risk for a higher return on their investment.

Drift control with

Customer Service
;^eT[P]S?a^SdRcb) '"!'#%&'D0? '!%$$###~fffdP_RP

© 2014 Loveland Products, Inc. Always read and follow label directions.
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CANADIAN HOLDINGS as of May 1 ('000 cwt)

PEI
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Total Maritimes

You are
here.

Quebec
Ontario
Total Eastern Canada (inc. Maritimes)
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Total Western Canada
CANADA TOTAL

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

13/14 vs.
12/13

8,939
6,373
N/A*
15,312

8,198
2,990
N/A*
11,188

8,544
4,762
N/A*
13,306

8,738
4,616
N/A*
13,354

2.3%
-3.1%
N/A*
0.4%

2,699
1,207
19,218

2,743
1,091
15,022

2,801
1,384
17,491

3,351
1,633
18,338

19.6%
18.0%
4.8%

5,740
218
2,448
16
8,422

3,283
N/A*
3,653
117
7,053

5,459
N/A*
5,292
80
10,831

7,041
N/A*
5,323
47
12,411

29.0%
N/A*
0.6%
-41.3%
14.6%

27,640

22,075

28,322

30,749

8.6%

We'll get
you there.

* The 13/14 SK and NS Holdings were not available and therefore not included in the totals

Meet The Volm Engineered
Solutions Team.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND DISPOSITION as of April 30 (cwt)

Production

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

13/14 vs.
12/13

25,500,000

24,510,000

24,284,000

25,009,000

3.0%

Whether you’re considering a new equipment purchase, an existing line upgrade,

Canadian Shipments
U.S. Shipments
Export Shipments
Total Fresh

2,169,533
1,866,144
1,763,757
5,799,434

2,782,430
2,375,930
735,904
5,894,264

2,439,684
1,545,040
1,117,554
5,102,278

2,078,977
2,090,505
1,316,441
5,485,923

-14.8%
35.3%
17.8%
7.5%

Processing / Local Use

8,386,070

8,702,113

8,219,997

8,860,978

7.8%

Cullage

2,375,459

1,715,237

2,417,263

1,923,999

-20.4%

16,560,962

16,311,614

15,739,538

16,270,900

3.4%

8,544,462

8,738,100

2.3%

or building a new state-of-the-art packing facility, the Volm VEST team can make
sure you get exactly that—on time, on budget, and to your specification.
UÊ*>V}ÊiÊÌi}À>ÌÊ>`Ê«Ìâ>Ì

UÊÊ µÕ«iÌÊÃ«iVwÊV>Ì]ÊÃÕÀV}Ê>`ÊÃÌ>>Ì

Total Disposition as of April 30

UÊÊ>VÌÞÊ`iÃ}]ÊVÃÌÀÕVÌÊ>`ÊVÃÃ}
PEI Holdings at May 1

8,939,038

8,198,386

Projected Utilization as of May 1 (cwt) 888.349.8656
Fresh
Processing
Seed
July - August 2014

•

volmcompanies.com

Antigo, WI
Idaho Falls, 1,284,412
ID Pasco, WA ©900,691
2014 Volm Companies,
1,613,262
1,249,028
-29.9% Inc.
5,601,322
5,151,049
5,528,755
5,891,658
6.6%
1,724,454
1,798,310
1,731,295
1,945,751
12.4%
•

•
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PMaNa summer Meetings come
to Charlottetown in 2014
by Ryan Barrett and Scott Howatt, PEI Potato Board
Preparations have been ongoing for more than a year
to welcome the North American processing potato
grower community to Prince Edward Island to showcase
our industry at the best time of year to visit the Island.
Delegates from across Canada and the United States were
welcomed at a reception at the Delta Prince Edward on
Sunday evening, July 13th, featuring the musical talents
of Cynthia MacLeod and the dance stylings of Cameron
Francis.
Meetings began Monday morning with a discussion
about how contract negotiations went earlier this year,
followed by state or provincial area reports on the state of
the crop and the industry in each region. These meetings
ended at noon on Monday and continued on Tuesday
morning.

Meeting Summary
Delegates reported that acres planted for processing
appear to have increased in Washington, Alberta, and the
American Midwest; however, these increases are offsets
by acreage reductions in Manitoba, Ontario, and Maine.
Total acreage across North America appears to be largely
flat, but the accuracy of NASS acreage estimates in Idaho
(currently showing flat) are thought to be questionable.
At the moment, demand for raw product is very strong.
All viable old crop potatoes have been secured by the
Fryers and will be used. In the Columbia Basin, seven
fry plants are already processing new crop. These plants
started a week early on the Shepody harvest and are
quickly advancing toward the Ranger Russets. As the
Ranger Russets will be harvested earlier than normal,
Basin growers will see these yields reduced by between
40 and 90 cwt/acre.
A strong demand for raw potatoes is projected to
continue, as North American processors have enjoyed
record setting sales volume in March through May 2014
and there has been no indication of this trend changing
in the near future. Another positive indicator is that the
processors have successfully increased their finished price
to the US and Canadian food service market by 4 cents per
24
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pound. This should help the processors to improve their
price with their QSR customers during their fall contract
negotiations.
Except for Washington, all other PMANA growing areas
are forecasting their yield potential for 2014 to be below
average to average due to the late start in the spring.
Estimated cost of production increases for 2014 crop
inputs and land rents range from 1% to 2% across North
America. Additionally, profitable alternative crops such
as timothy, carrots, sweet corn and alfalfa continue to
impact land availability and land rent costs in the Western
United States.

Monday Tour
On Monday afternoon, delegates embarked on coach
buses for a tour of Central PEI. One of the first visits was to
the new RWL Wash Plant in New Annan, owned by Austin
Roberts, Marvyn Webster, and Andrew Lawless. Austin
Roberts gave us a tour of the facility, which has two main
streams of throughput:
•

washing and grading potatoes to eliminate dirt,
rocks, and non-payable potatoes in an effort
to reduce dockages when sending potatoes to
one of the local processing plants;

•

rescue of potato storage lots compromised by
rot of up to 50%, thereby salvaging the value
remaining in these lots.

While this facility has been operational for less than a
year, they have had very little down time and are making
upgrades and improvements on the fly as they continue
to have a steady supply of potatoes to wash.
Delegates also toured Prince Edward Island Aqua Farms
in New London, one of the largest shellfish processing
facilities in the province. PEI produces approximately 80%
of the mussels sold in North America, and plants such as
PEI Aqua Farms ship mussels, clams, oysters and quahogs
all over the map. The entire process, from removing
the mussels from their socks through to packaging for
shipment to multiple destinations was showcased on a
very informative tour.
July - August 2014

PEI-manufactured potato handling equipment on display at Monaghan Farms as part of a Technology mini-Expo.
The final stop on the tour was to Monaghan Farms in
Norboro, home to the Curley family. At this stop, delegates
were able to tour a mini-expo of potato equipment and
technology manufactured on Prince Edward Island by
small companies and entrepreneurs. Included in this
technology expo were Allan Potato Handling Equipment,
Trout River Industries, H.F. Stewart Inc., Dunk River
Industries, Linkletter Welding Ltd., and Gorman Controls.
Delegates were very interested to learn more about this
mix of harvesting equipment, bulk boxes, trailers, tote
loaders, ventilation equipment, and more.
Following the technology expo, delegates and their
companions were taken to Park Corner for Dinner on
the Dunes, organized by the Delta. A fantastic surf and
turf meal was cooked and served on a white sandy

beach while Tim and Koady Chaisson provided musical
entertainment. This was a once-in-a-lifetime experience
for many delegates, especially those that live hundreds
or thousands of kilometers from the ocean. It was
fortunate that the weather cooperated with the right mix
of temperature, breeze, and a stunning sunset to cap off
the evening.

Canada’s Smartest Kitchen
Following the completion of the meetings on Tuesday
morning, delegates and companions trekked over to the
Culinary Institute of Canada to visit Canada’s Smartest
Kitchen and the Cavendish Culinary Creation Centre.
Staff and chefs walked the delegation through their
“teaching kitchens” where aspiring students learn the
discipline of cooking. The group was treated to a tour
of the Cavendish Culinary Creation Centre which boasts
a state-of-the-art pilot line featuring fully scalable
processing equipment, with built in flexibility to produce
the products of today and the future. These exciting
capabilities are coupled with full access to the Culinary
Institute’s latest addition, Canada’s Smartest Kitchen. This
facility houses the most current culinary technologies
along with the expertise of the world-renowned Culinary
Institute of Canada.
In all, staff and Island delegates received very positive
feedback from our guests on their time in Prince Edward
Island and on the agenda for the PMANA summer
meetings. A special thank you to Ann Marie White with
the PEI Potato Board, who was indispensable in planning
and executing this event!

Washing potatoes at RWL Inc. in New Annan.
July - August 2014
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Thank You to our generous
sponsors!
Platinum Sponsors

Packaging mussels at Prince Edward Island Aqua Farms.

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Dining on the Dunes in Park Corner.

Koady and Tim Chaisson entertaining guests on the dunes.
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Questions and Answers for the
Seed Potato Tuber Quality
Management Program (SPTQMP)
for Seed Potato Tuber Inspection
Prepared by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
Q1. What is the SPTQMP for seed potato tuber
inspection?
A1. Under the SPTQMP, seed potato growers or their
designated representatives conduct their own shippingpoint tuber inspections for their domestic shipments.
More than 130 seed potato operations in Canada are
currently shipping seed domestically under the SPTQMP.
Participation in the SPTQMP offers seed potato growers
more flexibility as they no longer have to wait for the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) to inspect their
shipments and issue associated documentation prior
to shipping their product within Canada. Critical issues
such as timeliness and costs associated with delays and
overtime can be effectively addressed.
Q2: Is the SPTQMP mandatory?
A2: No, the SPTQMP remains voluntary for domestic
shipments of seed potatoes.
Q3. What is the CFIA’s role in the SPTQMP?
A3. The CFIA provides oversight of the program and audits
each participating grower to ensure the requirements of
the program are correctly implemented.
Q4. Does the SPTQMP cover all seed potato tuber
inspections?
A4. No, the CFIA provides shipping-point tuber inspections
and phytosanitary certification for all export markets,
including the United States. In addition, the CFIA issues all
required documentation for domestic shipments of nonregistered varieties.
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Q5. If a grower does not want to participate in the
SPTQMP, does the CFIA conduct shipping-point tuber
inspections?
A5. Yes, the CFIA continues to provide shipping point
inspections and issuance of documentation for all growers
who are not participating in the voluntary program.
Q6. Will the CFIA continue to provide shipping-point
tuber inspections for seed potato shipments for export
to the United States?

Concentrate
your
efforts

A6. Yes, the CFIA continues to conduct shipping-point
inspections and certifications for all seed potato shipments
intended for export to the U.S., ensuring that exported
Canadian seed potatoes are fully compliant with all U.S.
Federal and State phytosanitary import requirements.
The CFIA will continue to conduct these inspections
and certifications until the U.S. and Canada implement a
mutually acceptable alternative process for certification of
seed potato shipments exported to the U.S.

Trimble® AgGPS® Autopilot™

Echo

®

Automated guidance with one inch
repeatability from planting to harvest.

FUNGICIDE
Echo . Cover 40% more acres.*
®

Cellular or Radio RTK networks available in
PEI, NB and NS.
Steer your planter and hiller with any of
these systems: Steerable Axles, Orthman
Coulters, Sunco AcuraTrak, Side Shift and
3 pt hitch Navigators.
For more information please contact:

Will MacNeill (902) 856-2638
Atlantic Precision Agri Services Inc.
(902) 859-3126

www.atlanticprecision.ca
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Echo fungicide delivers a high concentration of
chlorothalonil for broad-spectrum disease control
in your crop. The concentrated formulation means
you can cover more acres, and the DuraShield™
rainfast technology provides long-lasting
protection that sticks through any kind of weather.
Give your crop the disease protection it deserves
with Echo fungicide.

Strength. Concentrated.
Visit www.uap.ca for full label information.
West: 1-800-561-5444
Ontario & Maritimes: 1-800-265-5444
Quebec: 1-800-361-9369
BC: 1-604-534-8815
*One unit of liquid compared. One unit of dry provides 70%
more acres. Always read and follow label directions.
®
Echo is a registered trademark and ™ DuraShield is a
trademark of Sipcam Agro USA Inc. 13002 02.13

Durashield

Excellent Rainfastness

www.uap.ca
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alberta Potato industry establishes
Potato Research Chair at University of lethbridge
by Garrett Simmons

Reprinted from the July 12th, 2014 edition of the Lethbridge Herald

More is always better. That’s the approach being taken
with Friday’s announcement to boost research capacity
for Alberta’s potato industry with a $1 million investment
in the University of Lethbridge by a consortium of
association and industry partners.
The U of L will receive the funds over five years from the
Potato Growers of Alberta (PGA), McCain Foods, ConAgra
Lamb Weston and Cavendish Farms to establish a chair in
potato science. The announcement was made Friday at an
event at Perry Produce near Chin.
Terence Hochstein, the PGA’s executive director, said
the new U of L researcher will work in tandem with
researchers at Lethbridge College and the Lethbridge
Research Centre.
“At this point in time, we are going to meet in the next
month or so and decide on the direction we want to go
with this,” he said of the collaborative approach being
taken.

the U of L to ramp up its focus on agricultural research.
The university will immediately begin its search for a
scientist with demonstrated experience in the potato
industry, someone who is also able to collaborate with
producers and industry partners.
“We’ll start the advertising process in the near future,”
said Mahon, who added it will be six months to a year
before the position is filled. “It will be an international
search, and we’re looking for someone with a unique skill
set.”

Hochstein added the process began in 2009 toward the
establishment of a chair in potato science at the U of L,
as he explained the desire was to bring some fresh blood
into the research realm in southern Alberta.

Someone with a strong academic background, with
an intricate knowledge of the potato industry and a
willingness to work effectively with industry will be key,
as Mahon added the announcement helps continue the
university’s commitment to engage the community, build
partnerships and focus on innovation.

“We do have potato researchers now, we just wanted
to add to that,” he said. “We’re not getting any new
researchers into the field.”

But there’s also the hope U of L graduate and
undergraduate students benefit from the chair, and that
future capacity is created for the industry.

He added the need to expand potato research was
identified by growers and processors, and the PGA, a nonprofit potato grower organization that aims to increase
the success of the potato industry in Alberta, was eager
to take a role in the process. Alberta’s potato industry is
worth over $1 billion annually, including $165 million
to $180 million in farm gate receipts, something the
university is well aware of.

“Our intent is to allow the youth of southern Alberta that
wishes to obtain a degree in potato production a place to
do that in southern Alberta,” said Hochstein.

Mike Mahon, U of L president and vice-chancellor, said
the potato industry is one part of the puzzle in southern
Alberta, an area rich in agriculture, a sector which
continues to drive research efforts at the university.
“We as an institution have always had a focus in
agriculture,” said Mahon, who added the potato science
announcement and the Cor Van Raay contribution allows
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Acting vice-president (Research), Lesley Brown, added
existing research strengths at the U of L will enhance the
work performed by the new chair.
“The work done by this new chair will complement
existing U of L agricultural research strengths like water,
epigenetics and remote sensing,”said Brown, in a university
press release. “The U of L has a history of successful
interdisciplinary projects, and this new expertise will not
only expand capacity for potato research, but will inform
many other important areas as well.”
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www.uap.ca
Western Canada:
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by Kevin MacIsaac, General Manager, UPGC

2014 Canadian Potato Plantings (acres)
Source: Statistics Canada CANSIM-001-0014
Province
Newfoundland
Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Total

2012

2013

2014

500

500

476

89,500
1,900
53,500
42,010
39,800
76,000
7,000
55,950
7,000
373,150

89,000
1,900
48,000
42,255
38,000
70,000
7,000
54,483
6,200
355,338

90,500
1,500
47,584
43,243
35,500
63,384
6,531
53,334
6,169
348,221

Each year Stats Canada surveys growers in PEI after
planting to determine their acreage planted in potatoes.
The 2014 acreage estimate released on July 17th indicates
Canadian acreage to be down 7,100 acres or about 2%.
This is the second year of reduction, following 2013 where
acreage was down 17,800 acres, or 4.8% below the 2012
crop.
The largest decrease in Canada in 2014 occurred in
Manitoba. Acreage there is down 6,600 acres or 9.5%,
largely due to reductions in contracted processing
volume. The largest reduction percentage-wise is in Nova
Scotia, at 21.1% less than last year.
Stats Canada estimates slightly higher acreages in three
provinces. PEI is expected to be up 1,500 acres or 1.7%.
Quebec is up 988 acres (2.3%) and Alberta is up 850 acres
or 1.6%.
These numbers track closely to estimates provided by
directors of the United Potato Growers of Canada at their
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% Change
-4.8%
+1.7%
-21.1%
-0.9%
+2.3%
-6.6%
-9.5%
-6.7%
+1.6%
-0.5%
-2.0%

June board meeting, where they estimated acreages to
be down about 2%.
From an Eastern Canadian perspective (Ontario to
Newfoundland), planted acreage totals 218,803 acres, the
lowest level since 1991.

BUCKWHEAT SEED
FOR SALE
91% Germination
For Wireworm Control and Winter Cover
End of Season Special: $30 per 25 kgs
Call: (902) 676-2982
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2014 United states Potato Plantings (acres)
Source: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service - June 2014
State
Idaho
Washington
North Dakota
Wisconsin
Colorado
Maine
Minnesota
Michigan
Oregon
Total Fall Crop
Total U.S. Crop
The American planted acres
for fall harvest is estimated to
be up 1.4%. Important to note is
no projected increase for Idaho’s
317,000 acres. Some industry
observers feel there could be a
few extra acres there, but not of
large significance compared to
other years.
The largest increase is in
Colorado, up 9.9% or 5,400
acres. Colorado’s production is
all fresh, so it is expected that
acreage was increased to supply
the Mexican market.
United
cooperative directors in Colorado

2013

2014

317,000
160,000
81,000
62,500
54,800
55,000
47,000
44,500
40,000
941,900
1,065,500

317,000
165,000
86,000
67,000
60,200
53,500
51,000
43,000
39,000
955,400
1,082,200

however feel the estimate is
a bit high compared to actual
measurements conducted by
their organization. If accurate,
Colorado production has now
replaced Maine as the 5th largest
producer in the nation. Maine’s
acreage is down 2.7% due to
shifts in both processing and fresh
volume out of the state.
Wisconsin, the 4th largest
producer, is up 7.2% or 4,500 acres,
mostly on fresh, as processors were
unable to contract their volume
requirement from growers.

% Change
0%
+3.1%
+6.2%
+7.2%
+9.9%
-2.7%
+8.5%
-3.4%
-2.5%
+1.4%
+1.6%

Your business
decisions require the
most accurate information.

Ag World
provides it.
www.AgInspections.com

Ag World provides independent
agricultural inspections for potato
growers and processors.
Ag World Support Systems
Contact Warren Henninger
whenninger@AgInspections.com
(509)760-2662
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Backgrounder for Canadian Seed Growers:

Potato Cyst Nematode (PCN) testing
Requirements for exports to the United states
Existing evidence suggests that Potato Cyst Nematodes
(PCN) are not widely distributed in Canada and the
United States, and where they are present are of limited
distribution and are under regulated control.

requirements, provided the field in which the tubers were
produced has been previously tested and found negative
for PCN.

The PCN Guidelines were developed by the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and the United States
Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (USDA-APHIS) and were revised May 7,
2014 in consultation with stakeholders in both countries.

Where can I obtain the full revised PCN Guideline
document?

The PCN Guidelines

The PCN Guideline document can be downloaded from
the Canadian Horticultural Council website at: http://
www.hortcouncil.ca/canadian-potato-council.aspx
For further information, please contact your local CFIA
inspection office.

•

Outline the phytosanitary measures to be taken
on the detection of PCN;

•

Provide guidance on the long term management
and/or release of fields in regulated areas;

Do the revised guidelines also apply to PCN testing
requirements to Thailand and Mexico?

•

Establish the requirements for the movement
of seed potatoes and other regulated articles
between the two countries.

At this time, the PCN testing requirements for exports
to Thailand and Mexico remain unchanged.

What are the PCN requirements for seed potato exports
between Canada and the United States?
To be eligible for phytosanitary certification for exports,
fields used to produce seed potatoes traded between
Canada and the United States must meet the following
conditions:
•

The field must be surveyed* for PCN following
the production of a potato crop; or

•

A field that has been surveyed two (2) times at
a minimum method* and found to be negative
for PCN would be exempt from further PCN
testing for the following three (3) potato crops.

* Minimum method survey is sampling of entire field in a grid
pattern at 5 lb or 2,000 cc/ac with 160 sampling points/ac.
This method of surveying fields has been in use for export
seed shipments to Canada and to the US since 2009.

Following the exempt period, the field would be subject
to an additional survey* and if found negative, that field
would be exempt for an additional three (3) potato crops.
What are the requirements for small seed shipments
planted for research purposes such as variety evaluation
or post-harvest virus tests?
Shipments of seed potatoes of 500 tubers or less for
trials for research purposes are exempt from PCN testing
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iNDUstRy UPDates
The Smaller The Better On Potato Bag Sizes
(July 17, 2014) Bagged fresh potatoes under 4 pounds
are seeing sales up 17.8% from a year ago. In the past
10 years, sales have gone up 112%, according to data
from AC Nielson Fresh Facts. “These new figures illustrate
why retailers need to re-think their bagged fresh potato
merchandising strategies with a greater emphasis on
smaller package sizes.”
John Pope of Houston-based MountainKing Potatoes
said in a news release, “They underscore what we’ve
been seeing for quite some time - that consumers are
buying in smaller quantities.” Growth of smaller bagged
potatoes stems from two factors, Pope said in the release.
First, family sizes are continuing to shrink. Second, online
recipe availability has led shoppers to plan a meal at a
time, instead of purchasing for several meals. Consumers
average 2.2 shopping trips per week, which is the most
in 10 years. Profits for grocers who merchandise smaller
potato packages are also rising, according to Pope.
Potatoes in 5-pound or larger bags have an average ring
of 52 cents a pound, while potatoes in smaller bags ring in
at $1.52 per pound, on average.
Source: Chelsea Mies, The Packer Magazine

Maine potato processing plant expands in
Aroostook County
(May 30, 2014) Maine’s potato industry received good news
Friday when one of the state’s three potato processing
companies announced a $7.5 million expansion that will
increase the amount of potatoes it’s buying from farmers
at a time when demand from the state’s largest potato
processor is falling.
Naturally Potatoes plans to make a number of
improvements to its processing plant in Mars Hill that will
allow it to increase its production by 25 percent next year,
according to CEO William Haggett. The facility is on track
this year to process 40 million pounds of Maine potatoes
for the refrigerated potato market, but expects to do at
least 50 million pounds next year, he said. The expansion
will provide the space to increase that volume to roughly
July - August 2014

90 million pounds, which Haggett said the company could
potentially do within five years.
Naturally Potatoes sells refrigerated potato products everything from mashed potatoes to diced potatoes - into
the retail and restaurant markets. Besides the potatoes
grown on its own 900-acre farm in St. Agatha, Naturally
Potatoes buys potatoes from between 12 and 15 other
growers in Aroostook County.
“We really think we have something going that’s good for
the potato industry in Maine and agriculture in Aroostook
County, and good for the overall economy of the state
of Maine,” Haggett said. “The company is profitable and
paying taxes. It’s been a good way to add value to the
potato industry, which is exactly the objective that was
set 15 years ago when the company was founded.”
“The refrigerated potato market itself is growing rapidly
and we think we’re gaining some market share, but we
think we’re also growing with growth in the industry,”
Haggett said. “The quality of the potato product by
Naturally Potatoes ranks with the very best produced in
America.”
Rodney McCrum, the company’s president and chief
operating officer, founded the company in 1995 along
with a group of other Aroostook County farmers to give
northern Maine potato growers another outlet for their
potato crop. The business was sold in 2005 to Californiabased Basic American Foods, which operated the business
for five years before placing it back on the market.
McCrum, Haggett and the Libra Foundation, which owns
Pineland Farms, partnered to repurchase the business in
2010. Since then, sales have grown at a compound annual
growth rate of 15 percent, Haggett said. This expansion
will push the company’s annual revenue into the $30
million to $50 million range, he said.
The company is wrapping up a $1.2 million investment
to improve the efficiency of its existing production line,
but that will not be enough to meet demand, hence the
expansion, Haggett said.
The announcement from Naturally Potatoes comes
on the heels of a blow to Aroostook County’s potato
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farmers. McCain Foods, which operates the state’s largest
potato processing plant in Easton, in early May concluded
negotiations with about 60 local potato growers that
will see the french-fry maker reduce the price it pays to
growers by 5 percent and the volume of orders by 20
percent.
The expansion at Naturally Potatoes offers “a much
brighter picture” of Maine’s potato industry than did the
news about cutbacks at the McCain plant, according to
Don Flannery, executive director of the Maine Potato
Board.
“Anytime you look at an expansion within the industry,
it’s a very positive thing,” Flannery said. “My understanding
is they’ll increase the volume of potatoes they buy, so
that’s a positive that will make up for some of the loss that
was due to McCain.”

Potato Congress Inc. announced the appointment of Mr.
Ron Gall, New Zealand; Dr. Nora Olsen, USA; and Anne
Fowlie, Canada; as members of the Board of Directors, on
July 17.
The three eminent individuals are recognized worldwide for their contributions to the development and
growth of the global potato industry. Their appointment
was approved by the WPC Inc. Board of Directors during
the annual meeting of the Board recently.
Ron Gall was a Business Manager with Horticulture
New Zealand for over 20 years until his retirement in
2012. Horticulture New Zealand is a trade organization
representing the interests of New Zealand’s 5500
vegetable, fruit and berry fruit growers. Ron is also a very
experienced event planner and tour leader.

Maine has three potato processors. In addition to McCain
and Naturally Potatoes, there is also Penobscot McCrum
in Belfast. While it’s clear McCain is the largest, Flannery
couldn’t comment on whether Naturally Potatoes is the
second or third largest. He said McCain processes roughly
40 percent of all the potatoes grown in Maine.

Ron has presented papers at various international
conferences and represented the New Zealand Potato
Industry at numerous World Potato Congresses. He was
appointed to the International Advisory Committee of the
World Potato Congress and in 2009 was Congress Manager
for the 7th World Potato Congress in Christchurch which
attracted over 600 participants.

The back-to-back news is a reflection of the changing
market for potatoes in the country. While french fries are
dropping in popularity because of changing consumer
habits, the market for refrigerated potato products is
growing, Flannery said.

Dr. Nora Olsen is a Professor and Extension Potato
Specialist at the University of Idaho located at Twin Falls.
She received her M.S. and Ph.D. in horticulture from
Washington State University with emphasis on potato
physiology and production.

“(Naturally Potatoes’ expansion) is a reflection of the
marketplace and a reflection of what people are buying,”
he said.

Her research and extension programs for the past 15
years, at the University of Idaho, have focused on potato
field and storage management, sprout and disease control
in storage, seed physiology and performance, cultivar
evaluation, and food and farm safety. She has been the
Program Director for the University of Idaho Kimberly
Potato Storage Research Facility since 2003. Nora has
given over 350 extension and scientific presentations and
authored or co-authored over 280 scientific and extension
deliverables.

Naturally Potatoes is the third- or fourth-largest player in
the country in the refrigerated potatoes market, according
to Haggett.
Maine potato farmers planted 55,000 acres of potatoes
in 2013, which yielded more than 1.5 billion pounds of the
tubers, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
That crop was valued at $168 million, which makes it by
far the most profitable crop farmed in the state, according
to the USDA data.
Source: Portland Press Herald, written by Whit Richardson

World Potato Congress Inc. appoints three new
directors
(July 21, 2014) David Thompson, President & CEO, World
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Dr. Olsen is currently serving as President of the Potato
Association of America (PAA) and is the first woman
elected as President of the organization. She has also
served as a Director of PAA and chair of the Physiology,
and Extension sections of this organization.
Anne Fowlie embarked on a career in agriculture in
New Brunswick, Canada. After 21 years contributing
to the growth the potato industry there, she accepted
July - August 2014

the position of Executive Director of the Canadian
Horticultural Council (CHC) in Ottawa, where she
currently serves as Executive Vice President. The CHC
represents producers across Canada primarily involved
in the production of over 100 fruit and vegetable crops.
The potato sector is a key constituent of the CHC.
Throughout her career Anne has been involved in a
myriad of agricultural sector issues including sales and
marketing, organizational and sector strategic planning,
trade dispute resolution, food safety and traceability
and government relations. She has also participated
in Team Canada trade missions and was a member of
the Canadian industry delegation to the 2005 WTO
negotiations in Hong Kong.
President Thompson stated, “We are very pleased that
these three individuals have agreed to join our Board of
Directors. With their extensive backgrounds they bring
a wealth of experience, a commitment to excellence,
and a strong desire to contribute to the growth and
development of the global potato industry.”
Source: World Potato Congress
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Upcoming Events
Please call the Board at (902) 892-6551 for
further information on any of these events.

August 2014
August 7-16 Old Home Week
Charlottetown, PEI

September 2014
Canadian Potato Council Potato Breeding Working
Group Meeting
Toronto, ON

Sept 10

Sept 18-21

PEI Shellfish Festival
Charlottetown, PEI

Sept 21

PEI Open Farm Day

Sept 26

Toe Taps and Taters
Fall Flavours Signature Event
O’Leary, PEI

Sept 28

Farm Day in the City
Charlottetown, PEI

Who are you
following
on Twitter?
Each issue, we’ll note a few Twitter accounts that
you could be following to keep on top of
all the latest in potatoes/agriculture!
@dalagriculture
Official Twitter account for
Dalhousie Faculty of Agriculture, Truro, NS.
@VisserSpuds
PEI Spuds - GW Visser Inc of Orwell, PE.
@SpudIslandGirl
Lorraine MacKinnon with Syngenta
Lots of great crop photos and questions!
@PEIStormwatch
Weather Coverage in Prince Edward Island.

October 2014
Oct 26

Potato Marketing Association
Fresh Summit
Anaheim, California

Oct 30

Out of This World - Keynote
Address by Col. Chris Hadfield
Confederation Centre of the Arts,
Charlottetown, PEI

November 2014
Nov 21
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PEI Potato Board AGM
Delta Prince Edward,
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Exceptional control.
For less than you
might expect.

Cantus

®

Fungicide

Cantus® is an Early blight specialist for potatoes. It is quickly absorbed
by the leaf, so it can't wash off, and Cantus moves inside the plant to
provide extended protection.
For more information on Cantus fungicide, call AgSolutions® by BASF at
1-877-371-BASF (2273) or visit www.agsolutions.ca
Always read and follow label directions.
Technical support provided by

Cantus is a registered trade-mark of BASF SE, used with permission by BASF Canada Inc. AgSolutions is a registered trade-mark of BASF Corporation, used with
permission by BASF Canada Inc. © 2014 BASF. Images courtesy Engage Agro.

Bathurst
506 548-9871

Bloomfield
902 853-3003

Charlottetown
902 894-7329

Moncton
506 857-1737

The difference counts.

AGR 07-14

We have the products
to meet all of your needs,
especially potato ones!

